
Chapter 6

Neither Yerimay nor Vulka expected Nawde to return with Nakhov tightly tied up in rope. She was 
holding a rope that ended in a callow around his neck, and she pulled him in the barracks with a 
large grin on her face.
«Where did you find that little Dragonblood scum boy?». The said boy growled aloud at the insult.  
«Hey, pay respect», Yerimay added, kicking him in the ribs. The knots Nawde made to tied him 
absorbed most of the force, but he still stumbled a bit backwards.
«On a ship. Your cousin seems to be really attached to him», replied Nawde, pulling the boy back 
on his feet.
«Oh, so you're hanging out with my cousin?», hissed Yerimay, with a dangerous tone of voice. 
«Very well, I'll show you we don't have to bring you uninjured to the Hunters. A few cuts will teach 
you which your place is». He drew a knife from a hidden pocket of his jacket. As he tried to close 
the distance, Nakhov kicked him in the most vulnerable spot he could reach.
The most vulnerable spot in his entire body, to be precise.
As Yerimay knelt, bringing his hands to the hurt part, a second kick caught him right in the face, 
sending him to the floor. Nawde tightened her grip on his neck and brought her sword under his 
chin. «Don't ever do that again».
Vulka helped the other boy on his feet. After a few minutes of recovering, he pointed his index 
finger against the boy. «You're dead».
«Stop it, Yerimay», snapped Nawde. «Take it as a punishment for your stupid action».
«This is between me and him».
«If you want, next time  you will capture him», menaced the girl. «We need to get him to Jezko 
alive».
«Only on two separate ships», commented Vulka, looking away from the Dragonblood prisoner.
«Fine», snarled Nawde. «Then be it. On two separate ships».
«He was being stupid», answered Yerimay, slapping Vulka on the head.
«Then shut up and start gathering your things», ordered the girl. «We are going back to the docks to 
hire a captain. Then we will immediately set off for Vyhama».
While passing beside her, Yerimay shoved her hard, making her stumble right into Nakhov. He 
didn't move at all, not even to dodge her and sending her to the ground. He had his eyes fixed on 
Yerimay.
«What do you have to look at, Dragonblood?», he snapped, pushing him as well and making him 
bounce against the wall and end up on the floor. With a short laugh, the two Hunters-to-be left the 
room.
«Stupid jerks», muttered Nawde, in the patient tone of someone used to it. She looked at the boy, 
still on the ground. «Can you walk?».
He gave her a blank look, then lowered his eyes again.
Following  his  eyes,  she  noticed  three  long,  deep  cuts  in  his  legs,  plus  many minor  wounds,  
scratches and bruises on the great majority of the exposed skin. "It would seem that the run in the  
forest hasn't been very good for him", she thought while kneeling to examine the wounds. She was 
expecting that, after an entire day of physical stress. She was just hoping he could resist until she 
had him on the ship.
«Not even if you lean on me?».
«And giving those two the satisfaction to see me -a little Dragonblood scum boy- having to lean on 
a Hunter?». He looked directly into her eyes. «Never».
She broke eye contact as soon as he made it, checking if Yerimay was still in earshot. «So how are 
you supposed to get on the ship?».
«You are the captivators, you will have to solve this», he smirked. Then he winced and shot a  
glance to his injuries. «But I think that my honour will be able to endure a hit or two. If the "lean-
on-me" offer is still open».



«It is», dully replied Nawde. «I was starting to fear I would have to drag you dead-weighted on 
board».
«I'd prefer to walk than to be brought along like a luggage». With her help, he got on his feet again, 
leaning on her the least he could.
«Very well». She glared at his clothes, and it came to her mind that he hadn't changed them in a  
month or so.  "He will probably die in a week or so. It would be useless to make him change his  
clothes just to die as soon as we reach Jezko", she thought, but the words that came out of her mind 
were quite different. «Before we go, you need a bath, a change of clothing and minor medical  
assistance. The others will take care of everything else».
«And you trust  me to be untied? To have a bath and a change of clothing?». Even if Nakhov 
wanted to put just sarcasm in his sentence, a small bit of surprise transpired in it.  «And where  
should I get the clothing?».
«Don't think I'll let you take a bath alone. I'll make sure that at least four guard will be with you at 
every moment». Again, Nawde spoke more for good heart than for reason, but she cared no more.  
The Dragonblood was the smaller issue. The bigger were Yerimay and Vulka.
None of them would take it well.
«And I'm sure that your house is still full of your stuff. But now we have to hurry».

A full  hour later,  the two of them were returning to the docks once more. To avoid problems,  
Nawde had opted for a wilder route, across the forest. There it was much less muddy, also because 
the tree were smaller and the light -and so the warmth- could arrive to the ground.
It was quite a path for lonely people, away from the city and filled with silence. Nawde couldn't  
deny the fact that she was starting to like Thakhu's forest, though she hadn't seen any poisonous 
plant during her time in the island. She was so lost in her thoughts she didn't realize that Nakhov 
had come to a sudden stop until she crashed into him, coming back to reality.
«What…?».
«Nothing», he answered, far too quickly. «Just a little curiosity». He began to walk again, but she 
held him there by simply pulling the rope around his neck, and so stopping him again.
On the side of the road there was a small cemetery. Not as big as Eveshi's and without even a wall  
to keep intruders away. "His parents must have been buried here", she realized. Her father's grave 
was near her house, so she could visit it every time she wanted, even if that meant once every 
month or two. Imagining that that was the last time he could see them, she pulled him towards it.
«I guess you want to see your parents' tombs. I can let you, if you keep this brief». Nakhov nodded 
and  headed  straight  to  an  end  of  the  open  graveyard.  There,  he  knelt  in  front  of  three  small 
tombstones, each with writings carved on it.
While he stood there, Nawde silently stepped nearer to read the inscriptions. The first and the third 
were  quite  obvious:  a  man  named  Emleys  Wildeye  and  a  woman  named  Syek  Wildeye.  The 
Dragonblood's parents. But the writing of the middle one struck her like a lighting, because it was 
something she never saw before: a tomb for the living.

Here rests Nakhov the Dragonblood, killed just like many others of his kin by
the Hunters. Forever rest in peace,

Nakhov Wildeye,
Born on: 2nd Fire on Fall, 1372 AWG

Died on: 4th Wind on Fall, 1387 AWG
R I P

By Garen Unyield, Jerryon Alamik Unyield and Tanen Emyion Unyield.



Several minutes passed without a sound between the two, then Nakhov reached out with a hand and 
gently caressed the ground at his feet, whispering something. Even if Nawde couldn't hear him, the 
meaning was clear:
"I'm coming soon".
Standing up, Nakhov went back on the path, Nawde at his tail.
They were almost at the docks when she decided it was sure to speak again.
«You have a tomb already?». He simply nodded. «Why?».
«Tanen and her family know I'm not coming back from the journey that is waiting for me at Jezko, 
or in whichever other city you might lead me to».
«It's creepy», commented Nawde, shivering at the idea of having where to rest in death before even 
having died.
«It's foreseeing», he replied, as if tired of the conversation.
«So your name is Nakhov?». He nodded again. She noticed a great difference between his actual 
behaviour and his behaviour when she first fought him.
And the strangest fact was that she liked the latter most.
«You seem defeated».
«I kinda am», answered Nakhov, giving her a side glance. «Without any weapon, tied up as tight as 
possible and tired as never in my life. My father once told me that if you can't stop something, you'd 
better start accepting it, because it won't disappear by itself».
«Your father was a wise man».
«I know», he half snapped, shooting her a second glance, this time fully turning his head. «It's a 
pity you killed him».
«I didn't, and I would have tried to spare him». Nawde knew it was a weak defence, but apparently 
the boy didn't want to talk about his father's demise and continued to walk.
«Are you going to be like this all the journey?», she suddenly burst out, catching Nakhov off guard. 
«In a gloomy, dark, moody mood?».
«It's not your problem, is it?».
«Actually,  it  is»,  replied  Nawde,  staring  at  him  but  avoiding  his  eyes.  «You  could  make  an 
interesting company, weren't you overrun by this mood».
«Funny», commented the boy, shaking his head to get his hair off his eyes. «You chase me for 
days, capture me and almost hurt by friends, kill my father, lead me to my death, and you want me 
to be as merry as the month?».
«In a less than a week it'll  be Crazy, the tenth month of the year», she noticed. «Probably the  
Hunters won't have much time to waste with you during the many festivities. Had you got wings,  
you could have been mistook for a wonderful Death Day's costume».
«Are you trying to joke?», he said, a hint of the false arrogance he used to use on Tanen coming 
back. Raising an eyebrow, he added: «I wouldn't like to be rude, but it wasn't funny».
«Well, raising my prisoner's mood wasn't in my plans since the start», she admitted lightly. «But 
making a bit of conversation was».
«And what do you want to know, this time?».
«How it is to be a Dragonblood?». Nawde cursed herself a couple of times in her mind for the slip, 
but then she reflected that, having he missed the first hint, another one couldn't be noticed.
«Give me a decade to find out and I'll tell you», mumbled Nakhov, a bit offended by the question.  
«Also, it's like asking "How it is to be a human"?».
«Normal, I guess».
«Then why should I feel different?», he asked. Even if it was clear it was a rhetorical question, 
Nawde thought for a couple of seconds to answer it.
Then she dropped the thought and went for the next one. «Well, Dragonbloods have wings…».
«Are you the only dunce Hunter in the world, or they seriously didn't teach you anything about 
Dragonbloods?».



«Hey, I was just wondering!», she exclaimed, shooting him a look full of indignation. «You are 
supposed to grow them around your age, aren't you?».
«I won't give you informations about my kin», replied Nakhov, though with a large smile on his 
face. Or rather, the largest grin he ever grinned.
Because he saw that Nawde had extremely particular eyes.

He didn't noticed them before, because he had to consider Nawde as an enemy. After seeing her 
eyes, he could begin to treat her as a potential ally. He still had no clue about why a Dragonblood 
would join the Hunters, but he now knew why she'd been so protective with him against the other 
Hunters.
On something he was right: she was a Dragonblood and he could now trying to get help from her. 
But he was completely wrong when thinking that she had defended him just because she was of his  
same race. She did it just out of kindness and wisdom.
While he was walking, he continued to shoot furtive glances at her. He already noticed the dark red 
hair  -so dark that  they were almost  black-  and the silvering reddish eyes.  He now noticed the 
sunbathed skin and the strong muscles underneath.
Then he noticed a large spider that was resting on her shoulder. Giving a loud scream, he jumped 
backwards, his eyes fixed on the hairy monster.
«What's wrong?», asked Nawde, raising an eyebrow at the scream. Shaking slightly more than just 
a bit, he pointed to the spider.
«My should…». She interrupted her sentence to scream like Nakhov, stepping back so swiftly that 
the poor spider, dazzled by the two deafening noises, fell on the ground.
Seen by a outsider not afraid of spiders, the scene would have been hilarious: two fifteens, staring 
in terror at a four-inches-in-diameter spider that, after recovering from the shock, crawled back in 
the forest.
«Y-You are afraid of spiders?», hesitantly asked Nawde. «But… aren't ship filled with spiders?».
Nakhov didn't answered. After the spider disappeared in the wood, he simply fainted and fell dead-
weighted to the ground.
«How much of a fighter, aren't you?».

«Finally, where have you been?», asked Yerimay when they arrived to the docks. «The ship's ready 
to start the voyage, and you two lose time elsewhere».
«I just took the wrong turn, and he surely wasn't helping», lied Nawde, lightly elbowing Nakhov in 
the ribs to make him mimic her.
«Lead you to the other end of the town, I guess», smirked Vulka, appearing on Yerimay's side.
«Actually,  to the forest cemetery», corrected Nakhov, earning a glance of disappointment from 
everyone else. «So, are we going or do you prefer to wait for the next ship? I have nothing against  
this last chance».
«Shut up, or you'll have my fist against your nose».
«Let's not waste time this way», cut in Vulka, pointing to a large ship that was anchored nearby. 
«Probably this ship will be remembered by our prisoner».
Nakhov tensed up when his eyes fell on the ship. He quickly checked the broadside for proof, then 
he returned his glance on Vulka. «You miserable sneaky…». He was cut off by an elbow in the ribs.
«What's the deal?», said Nawde.
«The Oaken Mermaid», growled Nakhov, shoving Nawde away and trying to free himself. A punch 
right in the face stopped him in mid-action.
«Yes,  scum  boy,  it's  your  scummy  mum  ship»,  he  said,  leaning  towards  Nakhov,  who  was 
scrambling back on his feet. The Dragonblood boy thought either of spitting on Vulka, or banging 
his head with the boy's.
He chose the second option, and hit him perfectly on the nose.



«And two», said Nawde, rolling her eyes. «Are you done earning beatings from my prisoner?».
«That was unfair!», complained Vulka, keeping his hands on his nose.
«Who said a prisoner has to be fair?», said Yerimay, mocking at the other boy.
«So now I'm on your good side?», asked Nakhov, with more than a hint of sarcasm in his voice.
«Nope», he merrily replied. «But he teased me about your kick, so now I'm teasing him on the head 
bang». He suddenly returned serious. «I still don't like you, don't worry».
«Weren't  we in a hurry?». Nawde pushed the two boys aside as she stepped towards the ship. 
«Come on, this mission is still far from complete».
"Oh, yes", mentally grinned Nakhov, "It's very far from complete". He followed the girl, taking as 
much time as he could.
«Climb on board. I'll make sure Nakhov doesn't try to escape», ordered Nawde to the two Hunter-
to-be.
«Nakhov?», asked, dumbfounded, Vulka. «Who's… Oh. Okay». He nodded as he realized she was 
speaking of the Dragonblood and walked on the ship.
«You call the Dragonblood by name?», incredulously said Yerimay. «What's next? Asking me to 
babysit  him? Inviting  him the First  of  Crazy ball?».  He mimicked a short  dance  on the dock, 
immediately cut off by Nawde.
«Get on board and don't show off», she hissed angrily. «Or I'll leave you ashore».
«I'm tired of your menaces, Nawde», replied Yerimay, grabbing her arm and pulling her nearer. 
«I'm the leader, you and Vulka are the ones who have to work».
«Not that I complain about staying here», innocently said Nakhov, trying to figure out what in the 
world was happening. «But didn't you said you were late? Just to let you know, I think you guys  
should have a serious talk about your meaning for "hurry"».
«Shut up!», shouted Yerimay, now really pissed off. «If I hear a word from you from now until we 
reach Jezko, I'll kill you that very second». Nakhov rolled his eyes and kicked a pebble into the 
water, but didn't said another word.
«About you, on the other hand», continued the boy, fixing his glare on Nawde's bowed head. He 
couldn't know she was hiding her eyes, so he interpreted she was submitting to his orders. «You 
know you could gain much by joining my family? Keep in mind that I don't like girls who befriend 
with my enemies». He pushed her off and walked on the deck. Since Nakhov was still on the leash, 
he waited for Nawde to get up and follow him.
«Stupid, dumb jerk!», she loudly whispered, getting on her feet again.
«We'll see if he's got as much as he thinks in his pants», answered Nakhov, with a slight smile.
She mumble something, then her head jerked up and looked at him.
«We'll see what?».
«We'll see if he's got as much as he thinks in his pants», repeated Nakhov. «It was one of my 
mother's favourite phrases».
«I guessed it», replied Nawde, still looking at him. «But what should this mean?».
«Literally, "we'll see if he's really as tough as he thinks to be", but it's a bit ruder». He chuckled  
lightly. «My mother was used to say that to my father when they were arguing. The first time he 
heard this, he burst into laughters. Then he didn't speak for two days to my mother».
«Very childish», remarked Nawde. «Let's go on the ship. They are waiting for us».
«Oh, yeah», nodded Nakhov. «Especially the stupid, dumb jerk».
«Don't tell him I said that».
«Why would I? I'm not his lackey».
«Sure you aren't. I think your kick is still bothering not just his honour».
«Hurry up, you two!», Vulka called them from the deck. «We're setting off right now!».
Nawde nodded. Nakhov looked at the boy and seemed to realize something.
«I won't tell him neither».
«Thank you».
«Why should you thank me?», he teased her, much like he was used to tease Tanen. «It's just a little 
favour».



«I do not like favours from the ones who wish me bad».
«I don't wish you bad», smirked Nakhov. «After all, now I'm not alone».
«Would you please stop this and tell me what's on your mind?».
«Very well, then». Cleared his throat. «Look at me».
Raising an eyebrow, she did what he ordered, almost sure to find a loosened tie or a broken rope,  
but he saw nothing. He had long -actually longer than hers- brown hair, that he kept free to fall on  
his shoulder and even on his face. Naturally, his eyes were of two colours, and her eyes were fooled 
twice before she realized that his eyes were continually shifting from metallic silver to amethyst 
purple and then back to silver. She blinked a couple of times realizing that her eyes were probably 
doing the same. He had changed his outfit, and now he was wearing a white shirt, a bit loose on the 
neck, under a brown jacket made of good leather, the same material of which his pants were made 
of too. High boots similar to the ones he was wearing when she first fought him completed his 
appearance. She had made sure he wasn't hiding any dagger or sharp object on his person twice, so 
he couldn't have hidden a knife in his boots.
«Now tell me what do we have in common».
She thought for a moment. «Similar outfit?».
«Nope», merrily replied Nakhov. «Try again».
«Nawde!». It was Vulka's voice again. «Are you realizing we have to get to Vymaha in order to go 
to Jezko, right?».
«I'm coming!», answered Nawde, grabbing Nakhov by the arm and dragging him on the deck, 
where she found a very angry Yerimay talking to the captain. It was something about how long it 
the voyage would be.
«So, your answer is…?».
Nawde sighed aloud in exasperation. «I don't know, tell me».
«Oh, this is not a behaviour worth of you», teased Nakhov. «But I'll have mercy and I'll tell you».
«Thank you», replied Nawde. «Now, what do we have in common that makes you my friend?».
«Those», said Nakhov, tapping his index finger on his left eye. «You've got beautiful eyes, has 
someone ever told you that?».
Nawde gasped in surprise and turned to face him. "Afraid of spider, but smart", she thought. "Now 
he is got me in a leash, not the other way around".
Nakhov smirked at her fear and reassured her. «Easy, Nawde. I would never sell one of my kind to 
the Hunters».


